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Abstract

A system is considered complex if it is composed of individual parts that abide by their
own set of rules, while the system as a whole, will produce non-deterministic properties.
This prevents the behavior of such systems from being accurately predicted. The
motivation for studying complexity spurs from the fact that it is a fundamental aspect of
innumerable systems. Among complex systems, fly swarms are relatively simple, but
even so they are still not well understood. In this research, several computational models
were developed to assist with the understanding of fly swarms. These models were
primarily analyzed by using the average distance from the center of mass, average
distance between flies, and the inertia ratios. The inertia ratios indicated asymmetric fly
systems, suggesting some accuracy in such models as physical fly swarms exhibit
asymmetry. A major goal of this research was to provide a mathematical definition for
swarming. While an arbitrary definition was developed, future research is required to
pinpoint a definite definition.
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I. Background
Throughout the universe, there are sets of elements that make up systems, which can
be viewed as possessing states. Typically, these states are described by the set of the
elements’ coordinates or their location in space and time. Often, these states are dynamic,
meaning they evolve over time. Such systems are broadly known as dynamical systems 1.
Within this vast field of dynamical systems, there exists several sub-categories that more
specifically describe systems. The main types include simple, complicated, chaotic, and
complex systems.

1.1 Types of Dynamical Systems

1.1.1

Simple Systems

As the name suggests, a simple system is the most basic. In such a system, there are a
few elements or parts that are governed by simple rules1. An example would include the
motion of a single pendulum as it is primarily one part and is governed by simple
physical laws. Simple systems are deterministic. For a system to be deterministic, the
system must behave in the same manner every time if it has the same initial conditions.
As a result of this non-randomness, deterministic systems are easily predictable.

1.1.2

Complicated Systems

Complicated systems describe systems typically with many pieces that have specific
functional roles, but are still governed by simple rules1. While such systems may be
difficult to analyze, like simple systems, all are still deterministic. This leads to the
possibility of accurate predictions. As long as the initial conditions of a system are held
1

constant, a complicated system will respond in the same manner each time. As an
example of such a system, all the components of a car make up a complicated system. If
the car’s conditions are unchanged, its reactions to the inputs will be consistent.

1.1.3

Chaotic Systems

Some systems can produce nonlinear and seemingly random, yet intricate, behavior
as a result of a simple rule or small set of rules 1. A system of this sort is considered to be
chaotic if it follows a set of characteristics described in chaos theory. In summary, the
chaotic characteristics involve a limited number of interacting pieces and a sensitivity to
initial conditions1. Small changes of the initial conditions can lead to drastically different
behaviors. Despite this, chaotic systems remain deterministic. A classic example of a
chaotic system is a double or multiple pendulum.

1.2 Complex Systems
While in the scientific community there may be no consensus on the exact definition
of a complex system2, there are specific characteristics that complex systems must
exhibit. First, a complex system is composed of many individual, interrelated, and
interacting parts. While these individual parts have their own specific rules of behavior or
movement, the system can collectively exhibit its own emergent properties, which are
often unexpected. Additionally, such systems are nonlinear so the inputs are not
proportional to the outputs. Like chaotic systems, a small change in a variable or
variables could result in large or small changes in the system. The same results can come
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from a large change in a variable or variables. In other words, a complex system is more
than the sum of its parts.
Another key aspect of complex systems is the fact that they are self-organized. The
individual pieces organize themselves somehow as a whole without a central or outside
“controller1.” They are simply abiding by their own individual rules. As the pieces
interact with each other, the system can experience change throughout. This feature
incorporates a cycled feedback aspect of complex systems between the micro and macro
levels1. As the system’s pieces interact on the micro-level, the system’s macro-level
characteristics are altered, which will then influence the micro-level interactions, causing
this process to repeat.
Due to some similarities, complex systems are sometimes confused with either
complicated or chaotic systems; however, fundamental distinctions do exist and these
highlight additional aspects of complex systems. Both complicated and complex systems
are composed of several parts with rules, but complex systems are non-deterministic and
various results can be produced from the same initial conditions. Complex systems
intuitively then possess sensitivity to initial conditions like chaotic systems, but recall
that chaotic systems are deterministic. Furthermore, if a piece or pieces of a complex
system are removed, the system can still survive and continue. Unless there are copies of
pieces within a complicated or chaotic system, the removal of a piece or pieces will result
in a fundamentally changed or even failed system (depending on the context).
While there are detailed and specific descriptions of complex systems, the study of
complexity is relatively new with many unknowns and little mathematical foundation.
With this gap of knowledge, research is greatly needed, especially as complex systems
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are ubiquitous throughout the universe. Just a few examples include: forest fires,
earthquakes, stock markets, traffic, quantum to cosmological systems, biological systems
such as fish schools, bird flocks, even plant root growth, human societies, and of course,
fly swarms. Understanding the nature of complexity can potentially help us understand
all complex systems. This can then increase our understanding of the universe, perhaps
from an entirely new perspective. More accurate predictions for various systems can
certainly result with an increased understanding of complexity. Additionally, on the more
tangible level, practical applications within the complexity category could develop and
improve. Examples range from artificial swarms, which already exist, to medical
nanobots.

1.3 Swarms
Many biological systems exhibit collective behavior in which there is some sort of
order, often making it seem like they are operating as one. One example of such a system
is a swarm (although its amount of order is unknown), which is the topic of this research.
But what exactly is a swarm? While we are all able to intuitively recognize or say that
something, usually insects, is swarming, a proper definition does not exist. Vaguely, we
can say a swarm is a large number of moving things that are close together. However, this
definition does not tell us much at all, especially scientifically. Therefore, the goal of this
research is to develop language and mathematical relationships to better describe and
define the state of swarming. More specifically, this research aims to answer the question
of how do we quantitatively or systematically define a swarming state versus a nonswarming state?

4

Throughout this research, computational models were developed to study fly swarms
for a few core reasons. In an area with limited mathematical foundation, computational
models allow for the production of a great abundance of data to analyze at ease. Unlike
physical experiments, the conditions and frequency of experiments are able to be
controlled. However, the accuracy of the models is difficult to determine, especially as
the study of swarming is new just like complexity.
Lastly, as summarized in Figure 1.1 below, it is important to note that while the
specific research is centered on investigating fly swarms, there is a more significant
purpose. There is the possibility of understanding other complex systems by finding
common principles across systems. This greater understanding of complexity would lead
to a better understanding of the universe, perhaps from an entirely new perspective.

Figure 1.1 Summary of the research’s purpose. Describing and defining swarms could lead
to a greater understanding of complexity with hopefully more of a mathematical
foundation, which could then lead to better practical applications and, more importantly, a
greater understanding of how the universe works.

5

1.4 Stochastic Modeling
Often in computational modeling, deterministic models are applied, as they typically
produce clear outcomes. In a deterministic model, consistent outcomes will be reached,
depending only on the initial conditions. However, for many biological systems,
including fly systems, there are a number of underlying factors that impact the system in
ways that are not fully understood due to their complexity. The initial conditions do not
determine the behavior of the whole system. As a result, it was evident that deterministic
models could not be used. Instead, stochastic modeling was utilized in an attempt to
better model fly systems as stochastic models incorporate some intrinsic randomness.
This allows numerous outcomes to be possible from the same initial conditions or
parameters. These stochastic models will be elaborated upon throughout Section II.

1.5 Fly Behavior Theory
In the field of biology, it is known that many insects are highly sensitive to acoustic
signals (sound waves). Chironmid midges, a studied species of fly, are no exception1 and
are believed to be attracted to other flies by the sounds the flies emit3. This suggests that
the acoustic interactions among flies result in the large-scale collective behavior observed
within a swarm. Although a freely flying midge’s emitted acoustic field is unknown, it is
reasonable to assume that a fly swarm’s sound intensity is maximized at the system’s
center of mass (COM). From this assumption, we may then assume that flies may be
attracted toward the COM of a fly system, which stands as the logical reasoning behind
the designs of the Global COM, Local COM, and Combined COM models that are
described in Section II.

6

II. Model
Rather than examining physical fly systems, computational Matlab models were
developed to produce fly system simulations for data collection and analysis. In order for
the data to be useful and valid, it was important for the models to reflect real world
behavior; however, without a confirmed understanding of the governing principals
behind fly system kinetics, it is difficult to validate and describe the models’ accuracy.
With the purpose of increasing such accuracy, the stochastic models were designed based
off observations and theories of fly systems, as previously discussed in Section I. The
various models will be hereby discussed. First, the Base model, the fundamental program
that all the models stem from, will be described in Section 2.1. The modified programs
(Global Center of Mass, Local Center of Mass, Combined Center of Mass, Desired
Separation, and Multi) that evolved from the Base model will then be examined. For
further, specific details of the programs used, the Matlab code for the Local Center of
Mass model is provided in Appendix A.

2.1 Base
The following is an outline of the initial Matlab program design. The first portion of
this program defines the variables that are to be held constant through a simulation. This
includes the number of flies in the system, the number of time-steps, the number of
complete simulation iterations, and the initial lattice size. The term “lattice” is used to
conceptually describe fly positions since the flies are represented by points with integer
coordinates on an x, y, z plane. An algorithm first randomly assigns each fly a unique,
initial position within the dimensions of the defined lattice size (L) for the first time-step
7

of a simulation. The algorithm generally spreads the flies throughout the initial lattice so
it is related to the initial density of the swarm. In fact, an inverse correlation exists
between the lattice size and fly system density (ex: a smaller lattice size results in a
greater density), which is illustrated in Figure 2.1.

(a)

(b)
Figure 2.1 Screenshot of fly system simulations at a time-step of one to depict differing
initial densities. (a) 25 flies with a high initial density or small initial lattice size. (b) 25
flies with a low initial density or large initial lattice size.
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For the following paragraph, Figure 2.2 will be referenced in bold letters to aid with
understanding. After the flies have been assigned their initial positions (a), the main loop
of the program begins at the second time-step. Within this loop, an individual fly will
randomly be selected for the potential moves to be assessed (b). Upon every time-step, a
random magnitude of velocity of 1, 2 or 3 will be assigned to the fly using Matlab’s
random number generator (c). This then updates the array of the fly’s seven potential
moves of up, down, forward, backward, left, right, or no movement. The potential moves
are now listed as an array of velocities. An algorithm will then examine each of these
potential moves to determine if they are still valid (d). Potential moves that result in the
fly being moved to coordinates that are already occupied by another fly are invalid and
therefore removed from the array of potential moves (e). For the Base model, one of
these valid, potential moves is randomly selected (f) and the fly’s position is then
assigned to the new position (a). This type of simulation is typically referred to as a
“random walker” simulation.
The process described in the paragraph above is then repeated for each fly in the fly
system. Once every fly’s positioning has been updated, that time-step is complete and the
code will then loop to the next time-step. The movement process, as described above,
will then repeat for each time-step until the maximum time-step that was defined with the
variables is reached, which completes the first iteration of the program. For further
clarification of the basic process, see Figure 2.2 below. Simulations of the fly systems
can be observed in Matlab by plotting each fly’s coordinates in a three-dimensional space
and updating the coordinates after each time-step. This entire coded process will restart
and repeat for the number of iterations that were defined at the start of the code. Multiple
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iterations allow average behavior to be analyzed by using multiple simulations with the
same number of flies, number of time-steps, and similar initial densities.
It is important to further discuss the environment in which the flies are simulated in.
Recall, the flies are initially assigned positions within a “lattice” of certain size. Initially,
for most of the simulations, this “lattice” was infinite, meaning the flies had no
constraints and were able to occupy any coordinates of any set of whole numbers. The
models with no constraints represent a natural fly system. For other, newer simulations,
constraints were utilized to simulate an experimental fly system within a boxed
environment. To do so, an algorithm removes the potential moves that would place the
fly outside the dimensions of a box that is defined initially with the other constant
variables. Typically, the box’s dimensions were defined as 15 x 15 x 15, providing 3,375
possible integer coordinates. While this is a simplification of reality, this grid size may
suffice for such models.

(a)
(f)

(b)

(e)

(c)
(d)

Figure 2.2 Flowchart illustrating the general modeling process. After the flies are
initially placed on the lattice, the loop will repeat itself for each time-step until every fly
has been assessed.
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2.2 Global Center of Mass
As described by the theory in Section I, midges may be attracted by the sounds that a
group of midges produce3, allowing one to predict that the most intense sound would be
emitted from the center of mass (COM) of a group of flies. To better suit this theory, the
Base model was modified into a more advanced model.
The Global Center of Mass (Global COM) model essentially follows the same format
as the Base model, but with the fundamental difference being the method for selecting a
fly’s move. As expected, the fly system’s global COM is calculated for each time-step.
The COM of a system refers to the mass-weighted, average position of all the parts, as
depicted in Figure 3.1. Generally, the equation for the COM of a system is defined as,
𝑛

𝑟𝑐𝑚

1
= (
) ∑ 𝑚𝑖 𝑟𝑖
𝑚𝑡𝑜𝑡

(1)

𝑖=1

where i refers to the selected fly, n is the defined total number of flies in the system, the
summed numerator represents the product of each fly’s position vector ri and respective
mass mi, and the denominator mtot represents the total mass of the system.
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Figure 3.1 Visualization of a fly system’s COM. The red circle among the 25 flies is
positioned at the fly system’s COM.

For ease of calculation, each fly in the models was assumed to have the same mass of
one. The x, y, and z components of the COM were then determined, which are governed
by the following,
𝑛

1
𝐶𝛼𝑗 = ( ) ∑ 𝛼𝑖
𝑛

(2)

𝑖=1

in which Cj is the COM at time-step j with respect to the 𝛼-direction (x, y, or z). The
COM vector Cr j is then computed from
𝐶𝑟𝑗 = √𝐶𝑥𝑗 2 + 𝐶𝑦𝑗 2 + 𝐶𝑧𝑗 2

(3)

This vector is not particularly useful in providing information about the fly system due to
the fact that only positive values are considered. It simply describes the COM’s distance
from the origin. However, the coordinates for the COM are used as the potential moves
12

of each fly are assessed by calculating the distance each potential move is from the COM
at each time step. To maintain the randomness, these distances are then adjusted by
multiplying the distances by a separate random number from zero to one which Matlab
generates. The potential move that corresponds to the minimum adjusted distance is then
selected, moving the fly to that new position.

2.3 Local Center of Mass
Like the Global COM model, the Local Center of Mass (Local COM) model was
based off the concept of flies being attracted by their emitted sounds, but it was reasoned
that the flies are only able to detect sound waves within a certain range. So, the Local
COM model was designed to place a limitation on the range of influence the COM can
have on each fly.
Again, this model follows the same format as the base model, but with a different
method for selecting a fly’s move. At each time-step, for every fly, the distance between
the selected fly and every other fly is calculated. Each of these distances that are less than
or equal to a constant value, which describes the range that the flies can detect, are
summed and then divided by the number of distances within the defined range to
calculate each fly’s local COM. Then, for each fly, the distance each potential move is
from each fly’s local COM is calculated. To randomly weight each potential move, these
distances are adjusted by multiplying the distances by a separate random number from
zero to one. The potential move resulting in the minimum adjusted distance is selected
and the fly moves to its new location.

13

Note that the constant value that describes the range that the flies can detect was
defined rather arbitrarily, as our models have arbitrary units of space and the distance a
physical fly can detect sounds is unknown. Typically, values for the range were around 8
to 12 arbitrary units, which allowed for completely different model than the Global COM
model. For comparisons across simulations, the detection range was consistent (often set
to √98 since this includes the diagonal of flies that are both 7 units perpendicular and 7
units parallel).

2.4 Combined Center of Mass
With the idea that a fly could detect multiple sounds in various directions, this model
allows for the global and local COM to have influence in fly movement. As described
previously, the global and local COM is calculated. The distances of each fly’s potential
moves from the global and local COM are calculated and multiplied together. These
multiplied values are then multiplied by a separate random number from zero to one to
maintain the random weighting. The potential move that yields the smallest value is then
selected for the fly to move to.
It is to be noted that this model was not studied in depth due to the potential
movement method possibly being over specific without a confirmed justification. The
simulations also tended to behave similarly to the Global COM model, which further
contribute to the brief examination of this model.

14

III. Theory
This section provides reasoning behind the methods and procedures employed in this
research. The derivations for diffusion, center of mass, distance between flies,
thermodynamic concepts, and moment of inertia will be examined.

3.1 Diffusion
Diffusion typically refers to the phenomenon in which molecules of a substance
spread apart over time due to the random motion of the molecules 4. Treating each fly as
an individual molecule allows the diffusion of the fly system to be determined. This
provides information about how the fly system’s positioning changes over time. To
calculate such values, a fly’s movement is first broken into x, y, and z components and
then the difference between each fly’s initial position and current position is calculated
computationally at each time step, as shown below:
𝑛

𝐷𝛼𝑗 = ∑(𝛼𝑖𝑗 − 𝛼𝑖1 )2

(4)

𝑖=1

Here, Di refers to the diffusion in the -direction (x, y, or z) at the time-step j, i refers to
the selected fly, and n is the defined total number of flies in the system. The first term of
the summation (ij) is an individual fly’s current coordinate in the particular direction and
the second term (i1) is that fly’s initial coordinate at the first time-step for the particular
direction. Note that when j = 1, diffusion values become zero since the first and second
term are then equivalent. Each summation is squared to eliminate negative coordinates to
prevent statistically-likely summations of zero.
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To produce a diffusion vector rj, the components are then summed as
𝑟𝑗 = 𝐷𝑥𝑗 + 𝐷𝑦𝑗 + 𝐷𝑧𝑗

(5)

where j is still the particular time-step. Notice that the vector r is not square-rooted to
reduce calculation time. Calculating this diffusion vector at each time step allows the fly
system’s diffusion to be plotted versus time-steps.

3.2 Distance Between Flies
The distance between flies, particularly when averaged for the system, quantitatively
describes how spread apart the fly system is. To computationally calculate the distance
between flies, using components, each fly’s distance from every other fly is computed by
𝛽𝑗 = √(𝑥𝑖𝑗 − x𝑘𝑗 )2 + (𝑦𝑖𝑗 − 𝑦𝑘𝑗 )2 + (𝑧𝑖𝑗 − z𝑘𝑗 )2

(6)

in which the ij term, like before, is the selected ith fly’s coordinate and kj is the kth fly’s
coordinate (both in the -direction at time-step j). To then produce the system’s average
distance between flies at a time step of j, the following is calculated
𝑛

𝑛

1
1
𝐵𝑗 = ( ) ∑ (
) ∑ 𝛽𝑗
𝑛
𝑛−1
𝑖=1

(7)

𝑘=1

Notice that the first summation is divided by the number of flies minus one since the fly’s
distance between itself should not be included in its own average. For an improved
understanding, refer to Figure 3.2 for a visual of this calculation. The average distance
between flies for this specific red fly in Figure 3.2 is then

(3 + 2.5 + 2 + 1)
4

= 2.125, in

arbitrary units. This process would be repeated for the other four flies, producing four
more individual average distances between flies. These values would be summed and
then averaged to determine the system’s average distance between flies.
16

Figure 3.2 Visual aid for distance between flies for a fly system composed of five flies.
The red fly’s distances from the other flies are 3, 2.5, 2, and 1 (arbitrary values for the
sake of this example).

3.3 Derivation of Thermodynamic Concepts
A thermodynamic perspective is typically applied to systems of particles. To apply
thermodynamic tools to the fly system, just as was done with diffusion, the flies were
treated as individual particles. The system’s pressure and temperature were explored to
see if they provide new, useful descriptions of fly systems. From the data collected in this
research, the pressure and temperature have yet to add clear, significant descriptions. The
thermodynamic data have therefore been excluded from the Results section. Despite this,
the derivations for such calculations are provided below for potential future reference.
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3.3.1 Pressure
Pressure is defined as the force exerted per unit area, giving
𝑃=

𝐹𝑡𝑜𝑡
𝐴

(8)

where, in the case of a fly system, Ftot is the total force exerted by the flies and A is the
defined area. This can then be written as,
𝑛

1
𝑃𝑗 = ( ) ∑ 𝑚𝑖 𝑎𝑖
𝐴

(9)

𝑖=1

in which mi refers to the mass of the ith fly and ai refers to that fly’s acceleration. Recall
that the mass of each fly was assigned a unit of 1, allowing mi to be ignored. This
equation can be rewritten for computational purposes as,
𝑛

1
𝑃𝑗 = ( ) ∑(𝑣𝑖𝑗 − 𝑣𝑖(𝑗−1) )
𝐴

(10)

𝑖=1

with vij representing the ith fly’s current velocity at the time step j and vi(j-1) representing
the ith fly’s velocity at the previous time step of j-1. Rewriting this with respect to
position then provides,
𝑛

1
𝑃𝑗 = ( ) ∑((𝑟𝑖𝑗 − 𝑟𝑖(𝑗−1) ) − (𝑟𝑖(𝑗−1) − 𝑟𝑖(𝑗−2) ))
𝐴

(11)

𝑖=1

in which rij is the ith fly’s current position vector at time-step j, ri(j-1) is the fly’s previous
position vector at time-step j-1, and ri(j-2) is the fly’s position vector at time-step j-2. The A
term refers to the surface area of the fly system, which, based on observations of
simulations, was estimated to be a spherical shape. Plugging the formula for a sphere’s
surface area gives,
𝑛

1
𝑃𝑗 = (
) ∑((𝑟𝑖𝑗 − 𝑟𝑖(𝑗−1) ) − (𝑟𝑖(𝑗−1) − 𝑟𝑖(𝑗−2) ))
4𝜋𝑐 2
𝑖=1
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(12)

where c represents the radius of the sphere. To reduce the effect of outliers (flies far from
the majority of the flies) this radius was defined by averaging the average distance from
the COM (rcave) and the distance of the farthest fly from the COM (rcmax) at j. This is
expressed in the following:
𝑐𝑗 =

𝑟𝑐𝑎𝑣𝑒 + 𝑟𝑐𝑚𝑎𝑥
2

(13)

3.3.2 Temperature
Temperature is the term used to describe the average kinetic energy of the particles in
a system, as defined below:
𝑇=

1
𝑚𝑣 2
2

(14)

With respect to a computational fly system, this can be rewritten as,
𝑛

1
𝑇𝑗 = ∑((𝑟𝑖𝑗 − 𝑟𝑖(𝑗−1) ) − (𝑟𝑖(𝑗−1) − 𝑟𝑖(𝑗−2) ))2
2

(15)

𝑖=1

while the terms are consistent with Equation 12’s terms.

3.4 Moment of Inertia
The moment of inertia refers to the rotational inertia with respect to an axis of
rotation, which can be expressed as,
𝐼 = 𝑚𝑑 2

(16)

where m is the mass and d is the distance from the defined axis. For the computational fly
system models, the moment of inertia from the x, y, and z axes were determined. It is
important to note how the x, y, and z axes were defined. For each iteration, the initial
COM was assigned as the origin of the adjusted x, y, and z axes for the fly system’s
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inertia calculations. To calculate a fly’s inertia, every fly’s distance along each axis was
first calculated as seen below:
𝑀𝑖 = (𝑖 − 𝑎)2

(17)

Mi represents the ith fly’s distance along the defined -axis (a). Then, from the
Pythagorean theorem, the distance from each axis is able to be calculated, providing the
following moments of inertia (without m terms since m = 1) for individual flies:
𝐼𝑥𝑖 = √𝑀𝑦𝑖 + 𝑀𝑧𝑖

(18)

𝐼𝑦𝑖 = √𝑀𝑥𝑖 + 𝑀𝑧𝑖

(19)

𝐼𝑧𝑖 = √𝑀𝑥𝑖 + 𝑀𝑦𝑖

(20)

At each time step, the fly system’s moments of inertia with respect to the -axis is then,
𝑛

𝐼𝑡𝑜𝑡 = ∑ 𝐼𝑖

(21)

𝑖=1

The ratios of the Ixtot, Iytot, and Iztot terms are often compared to describe the geometry of
the fly system as the following relationships correspond to the geometric properties:
𝐴
𝐵
𝐴
𝐵
𝐴
𝐵

< 1 : asymmetrical, the fly system is elongated more along the B axis
= 1: symmetrical, equal distribution along both axes
> 1: asymmetrical, the fly system is elongated more along the A axis

3.5 Swarm State
A primary goal of this research is to quantitatively define a swarm. Based off of
observations, a fly system in a swarm state should have the following properties: the fly
system should be relatively compact and the center of mass should have little motion,
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even though the individual flies are constantly moving. Stemming from these concepts, in
an attempt to analyze whether simulations were swarming or not, the following definition
𝑛

was established for a swarm state: at least half of the flies within the system are within 2.5
arbitrary units from the COM and the average fly velocity magnitude is at least half the
fly’s maximum velocity magnitude units. This can be mathematically represented by the
following two relationships:
𝑛

∑ 𝑟𝑐 𝑛 >
𝑖=1

2.5

𝑛
2

𝑣
|𝑣𝑎𝑣𝑒 | > | 𝑚𝑎𝑥 |
2
in which n is still the total number of flies in the system, rcn/2.5 represents a fly that is less
𝑛

than 2.5 units from the COM, vave is the average velocity of a single fly, and vmax is the
maximum velocity of a single fly. For the conditions used in this research, a swarm state
was active when at least 13 of the 25 flies were within 10 arbitrary units form the COM
and the average fly velocity magnitude was greater than 1.5.
A better, more broadly applicable but still quantitative definition may certainly exist.
In fact, this prototype definition of swarming is rather arbitrary. It is to be highlighted
that when analyzing the state of the fly system, single iterations or simulations were used
instead of averaging over 100 iterations. Toward the end of this research, it became
apparent that running many simulations and then averaging the data can strip from the
details and differences each simulation has due to the nature of complexity. There can be
a lot of variance in simulations, even with consistent initial conditions. This is especially
an issue when attempting to define swarming because it is possible that in some
simulations the model displays swarming flies, while others do not.
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3.6 Uncertainty
Due to the fact that computational models were utilized, uncertainty is both excluded
and included. Each model described previously, possess uncertainty on the accuracy of a
fly system model due to the amount of simplification and estimation used in determining
how fly’s move. The models’ accuracy is difficult to determine until the governing
principles behind fly movement is confirmed. On the other hand, there is little to no
uncertainty on the values that are calculated as the code stores, tracks, and computes all
the data.
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IV. Results
The data collected from numerous simulations of the three focused models (Base,
Global COM, Local COM) will be discussed in this section. Of the various types of data
collected, the average distance from the COM, average distance between flies, and inertia
ratios are our primary focus as these results distinctly characterize each model,
summarizing key behavior and hence providing increased understanding of the outcomes.
The diffusion data is not included because it only indicates that the flies diffuse from
their original position as expected. As of recently, the thermodynamic data has not
produced significant results so it too is not included. In section 4.4, a summary of each
model’s state analysis will be examined.

4.1 Average Distance from the Center of Mass
As described in Section II, the average distance from the COM was determined and
plotted with respect to time. Sample data are shown in Figure 4.1. Note that this is raw
data. Each colored line represents a single, 700 time-step simulation of the model (in this
case it is the Base model with L = 5). The black line represents the average of the 100
total iterations of the simulation. Notice that the average distance from the COM will
initially increase rapidly and then, typically at around 100 time-steps, the values approach
some steady value, as indicated by the black line. After 100 time-steps, the flies’ average
distance from the COM tends to remain within a defined range from the average value of
this black line. This pattern is similarly observed throughout each model; however, the
initial densities influence the shape of the plot. For higher initial densities (L <= 10), the
system increases to the black line’s value as seen in Figure 4.1, whereas, for lower initial
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densities (L = 15), the system either decreases slightly to the black line’s value or is
already close to the value. Notice, as indicated by Figure 4.1, there is certainly some
noise for this value of the black line. For all 100 iterations, the maximums and minimums
that the system exhibited have been determined in Matlab, allowing an envelope of the
possibilities to be produced, as seen in Figure 4.1 (b). The medians for the averaged
average distance from COM, maximum averaged distance from COM, and minimum
averaged distance from COM were then determined. The median of the averaged distance
from COM provides a numerical summary of the model with the maximum and
minimum medians as error bars, which is visualized in Figure 4.1 (b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1 Average distance from the COM for 100 iterations of 25 fly, 700 time-step
Base simulations with initial lattice dimensions of 5 x 5 x 5. (a) The plot Matlab directly
produces. The black line represents the average for the 100 iterations, each individually
a colored line. (b) The same plot with reduced noise. The green line is the median of the
averaged average distance from COM. The red lines represent the envelope of possible
values as they are the maximum and minimum values at each time step. The blue lines
are the medians of the maximum and minimum lines.
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Figure 4.2 Numerical summary of the average distance from the COM for 100 iterations,
25 fly, 700 time-step Base, Global COM, Local COM simulations with various initial
densities (e.g. blue refers to L = 5, meaning initial lattice dimensions of 5 x 5 x 5).

A better understanding of each model is provided when Figure 4.2 is analyzed. First,
when comparing each model, it is evident that the Base model generally produces fly
systems that diffuse to distances around 14.1 units, the largest median value across the
models. Recall that this is the median of an average line for 100 iterations and that the fly
systems tend to fluctuate around such a distance like 14.1 units for the Base model. While
Figure 4.2 may eliminate these fluctuation details, it preserves useful values that
summarize the models’ tendencies. Perhaps most importantly, it describes the most
statistically likely distance from the COM. For example, for the Base model, it is safe to
deduce that the most statistically likely distance from the COM would be 14.1 units.
Figure 4.2 also seems to suggest that the initial densities have little to no effect on this
median value and possible maximums and minimums (error bars). This suggests that the
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Base model produces relatively consistent simulations in terms of the average distance
from the COM.
For the Global COM model, the most statistically likely distance from the COM
slightly increases as the initial densities decrease (the initial lattice dimensions increase).
Despite this, at all initial densities that were computed, the Global COM model generally
produces the fly system with the smallest median distance from the COM. This is
expected as each fly has an increased probability of selecting the move that moves it
closer to the COM. It is to be noted that this model, in comparison with the Base model,
possesses a greater deviation from this median with the greatest deviance being |2.65|,
whereas the Base model’s greatest deviance was |2.26|.
While the other models also have the possibility of deviating from the median average
distance from the COM, the Local COM model possesses the greatest deviance across
various initial densities. The greatest deviance is |7.49|. This may have been a result of a
few outliers, which were observed in the raw Matlab plot and can be expected in
stochastic models. Despite this great deviance, the most statistically likely distance from
the COM is still equal to the median values, which increase a bit as the initial density
decreases. With this initial density effect and greatest deviance, the Local COM model
seems to exhibit the most randomness within the fly system’s movement. The Local
COM model, in terms of the distance from the COM, typically produced simulations that
had higher distances than the Global COM model, but lower distances than the Base
model.
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4.2 Average Distance Between Flies
The average distance between flies was also plotted with respect to time for the three
models of focus. Again, the pattern of approaching some average value was seen across
the models with initial densities influencing the shape of the plot. Using the same
methods as described in Section 4.1, the median of the averaged average distance
between flies, maximum averaged distance between flies, and minimum averaged
distance between flies was used to numerically summarize the models as seen in Figure

Median Averaage Distance Between Flies
(arb. units)

4.3.
24
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L = 10

Local COM

L = 15

Figure 4.3 Numerical summary of the average distance between flies for 100 iterations, 25
fly, 700 time-step Base, Global COM, Local COM simulations with various initial
densities (e.g. green refers to L = 10, meaning initial lattice dimensions of 10 x 10 x 10).

As expected, the Base model produces the greatest distance between flies on average
with values consistently around 19.9 units as the initial densities decrease, suggesting the
initial densities do not have an effect on the median value. So, the most likely distance
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between flies that the Base model approaches is approximately 19.9, regardless of the
initial density.
The Global COM model generally produces distances between flies around 13 units
with some deviance (maximum is |3.69|). Similar to Figure 4.2, the median values tend to
slightly increase as the initial densities decrease.
The Local COM model results in the smallest distance between flies on average as
indicated by the median values around 9. Although, as highlighted by the error bars, the
Local COM model can possibly have a larger distance between flies than the Global
COM model. Despite the Local COM possessing the largest deviances (maximum is
|7.292|), it is statistically most likely for the Local COM model to have the smallest
distance between flies. Note that the median value increases as the initial densities
decrease. Just as observed in Figure 4.2, Figure 4.3 also suggests that the Local COM
model possess the most randomness as indicated by the increase in the median value as
the initial densities decrease and the greater deviance from the median value.

4.3 Moments of Inertia
With the initial COM as the origin, the fly system’s rotational inertia with respect to
the x, y, and z axes (which intersect at the initial COM point) was plotted against timesteps, as illustrated in Figure 4.4. While this may provide useful quantitative descriptions
of the models, it is the inertial ratios that are of particular focus, as they depict the fly
system’s symmetry, as previously discussed in Section 3.7. The inertial ratios versus
time-steps were plotted for the focused models with various initial densities.
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Figure 4.4 Average inertia with respect to the axes that intersect at the initial COM for
100 iterations of Global COM simulations with 700 time-steps, 25 flies, and initial
lattice dimensions of 10 x 10 x 10.
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4.3.1 Base
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.5 Average inertia ratios for the Base m odel over 100 iterations of 700 timesteps and 25 fly simulations for various initial densities. (a) The greatest initial density
with initial lattice dimensions of 5 x 5 x 5. (b) Initial lattice dimensions of 10 x 10 x 10.
(c) The lowest initial density with Initial lattice dimensions of 15 x 15 x 15.
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From Figure 4.5, it is apparent that the average inertia ratios tend to be close to 1
across the three different initial densities. Notice that no distinct pattern over the 700
time-steps or across the initial densities exists. Instead, the ratios tend to randomly
fluctuate around 1, which suggests that the fly systems within the Base model are often
close to being symmetrical.
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4.3.2 Global COM
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.6 Average inertia ratios for the Global COM model over 100 iterations of 700
time-steps and 25 fly simulations for various initial densities. (a) The greatest initial
density with initial lattice dimensions of 5 x 5 x 5. (b) Initial lattice dimensions of 10 x
10 x 10. (c) The lowest initial density with Initial lattice dimensions of 15 x 15 x 15.
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Unlike the Base model, across initial densities, the Global COM model displays
inertia ratios that are not consistently as close to 1. While the ratios are not particularly
much larger or smaller than 1, the ratios indicate that the Global COM’s fly systems tend
to be more asymmetrical. Similar to the results obtained for the Base model, the inertia
ratios seem to randomly fluctuate, making it difficult to observe patterns or model traits.
However, for each initial density, it can be noted that the inertia ratios are initially closer
to 1, while the ratios tend to stray and fluctuate more from 1 afterwards. Additionally, for
𝑧

𝑧

𝑥

𝑦

the three initial densities, past 400 time-steps, the (green line) and (yellow line)
typically have ratios below 1, suggesting that the fly system is then more elongated along
the x and y axes (elongated along the horizontal plane), especially for lattice dimensions
of 10 x 10 x 10 and 15 x 15 x 15. It is unclear if this is a random result or a trait of the
model.
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4.3.3 Local COM
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.7 Average inertia ratios for the Local COM model over 100 iterations of 700
time-steps and 25 fly simulations for various initial densities. (a) The greatest initial
density with initial lattice dimensions of 5 x 5 x 5. (b) Initial lattice dimensions of 10 x
10 x 10. (c) The lowest initial density with Initial lattice dimensions of 15 x 15 x 15.
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Similar to the Global COM model, the Local COM model exhibits inertia ratios that
consistently stray to greater or lesser values than 1. This indicates that there is some
asymmetry in the model’s fly systems. Once again, the inertia ratios seemingly randomly
fluctuate. It is apparent, however, that the inertia ratios initially are closer to 1, but
fluctuate more from 1 as the time-steps increase. Another potential pattern can be seen
𝑥

𝑧

around the last 100 time-steps of the simulations as the 𝑦 (blue line) and 𝑦 (yellow line)
are often at higher values, signifying that the fly system is more elongated along the xy
plane. Despite these data being averaged over 100 iterations, this may be a random result.
Additional simulations are needed to be ran.

4.4 Possible Swarm State
Based off the arbitrary definition of a swarming state discussed in Section 3.8, the
three models’ states were assessed across the three different initial densities. For each
model, five simulations for each initial density were run and assessed individually. The
results are summarized here with selected figures to aid. It is to be highlighted that the
following figures are for single iterations, unlike most of the previous figures. This was
done to preserve the differences in simulations for the same initial conditions, which can
be lost when averaging data. Additionally, the simulations were actually observed so the
swarming state analysis seen in the figures below could be compared to. In the figures
below, the red line indicates the average velocity of a fly and the blue line indicates the
state the fly system is in, with 1 being the swarm state and 0 being the non-swarm state.
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4.4.1 Base

Swarm State (0, 1)

Average Velocity (arb. Units)

(a)

Swarm State (0, 1)

Average Velocity (arb. Units)

(b)

Figure 4.8 Base model fly system state analysis over 500 time-steps for two different
initial densities. The red plot corresponds to the average fly speed. The blue plot
indicates the state the fly system is in. At a value of 1, the fly system is swarming and at
0 it is not. (a) Initial lattice dimension of 5 x 5 x 5. (b) Initial lattice dimension of 15 x
15 x 15.
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At higher initial densities (lattice dimensions that are less than or equal to 10), the
Base model often yields states similar to the plot seen in Figure 4.8 (a). For a brief
number of time-steps, the fly system may be in a swarm state (blue line at 1), but
relatively quickly it enters the non-swarm state (blue line at 0) for the remainder of the
simulation. For the lower densities, the base model was consistently in the non-swarm
state as seen in Figure 4.8 (b). These results, as illustrated in Figure 4.8, are expected as
the Base model is a random-walker simulation in which each fly diffuses over time,
causing the fly system to spread out.
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4.4.2 Global COM

Swarm State (0, 1)

Average Velocity (arb. Units)

(a)

Swarm State (0, 1)

Average Velocity (arb. Units)

(b)

Figure 4.9 Global COM model fly system state analysis over 500 time-steps for two
different initial densities. The red plot corresponds to the average fly speed. The blue
plot indicates the state the fly system is in. At a value of 1, the fly system is swarming
and at 0 it is not. (a) Initial lattice dimension of 5 x 5 x 5. (b) Initial lattice dimension of
15 x 15 x 15.
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For the Global COM model, the initial densities did not seem to affect the state of the
fly system over time. For lower initial densities, the fly system always starts at a nonswarm state as seen in Figure 4.8 (b). The fly system will then either reflect plots similar
to Figure 4.8 (a) or Figure 4.8 (b) without regard to the initial density. Some will
primarily be in the swarm state with a few brief moments of non-swarming states as
observed in Figure 4.8 (a). Others, can fluctuate between states more often like Figure 4.8
(b), which was one of the plots with the most frequent fluctuation. There is one
simulation in which the fly system was in the swarm state for the full simulation duration.
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4.4.3 Local COM

Swarm State (0, 1)

Average Velocity (arb. Units)

(a)

Swarm State (0, 1)

Average Velocity (arb. Units)

(b)

Figure 4.10 Local COM model fly system state analysis over 500 time-steps for two
different initial densities. The red plot corresponds to the average fly speed. The blue
plot indicates the state the fly system is in. At a value of 1, the fly system is swarming
and at 0 it is not. (a) Initial lattice dimension of 5 x 5 x 5. (b) Initial lattice dimension of
15 x 15 x 15.
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For the Local COM model, the majority of the state plots were similar to Figure 4.10
(a) with the fly system primarily in the swarm state. In fact, six of the total fifteen plots
resulted in fly systems in the swarm state for the entire duration of the simulation. With
lower initial densities, as seen in Figure 4.10 (b), the fly system would always start in the
non-swarm state, just as the other models experienced. Nevertheless, the fly system
would relatively quickly exhibit the swarm state with occasional fluctuations similar to
Figure 4.10 (a). Figure 4.10 (b) illustrates the most frequent fluctuating fly system, which
is unlike any of the other fourteen simulations.
From all the state plots above, it is possible to observe trends. First, as indicated by
the red-lined plots of the average fly speed, the average speed typically fluctuates closely
around 2 with very rare occasions of values less than or equal to 1.5 (a trait of the non2

swarm state). Statistically, this is expected as each fly has a 3 chance of selecting a speed
greater than half the maximum speed of 1.5 (since a fly’s speed is either 1, 2, or 3). Since
the average fly speed fluctuates closely around 2, the flies’ velocities are not key factors
for swarming in the models. Instead, the primary factor is the distance from the COM.
Still, the rare occasions in which the average fly speed is less than or equal to 1.5 can
remove a fly system from the swarming state (see Figure 4.10 (a) for a clear example). In
terms of the state of the fly systems, the Base model typically creates fly systems that are
not in the swarm state, as expected. While the Global and Local COM models certainly
produce fly systems that are more often in the swarm state, there are apparent differences
between the models. The Global COM seems to exhibit more state fluctuation while the
Local COM produces fly systems that are most statistically likely to be in the swarm
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state. However, additional simulations need to be ran to provide more accurate and
holistic descriptions of each models’ unique fly systems.
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V. Conclusions
From the abundance of data that were collected and analyzed, the understanding of
the three focused fly system models has improved. The Base model, being a random
walker simulation, is behaving as expected. In comparison to the other models, it
typically has the largest average distance from the COM and largest average distance
between flies. In retrospect, the Global COM model and Local COM model are behaving
as expected too. For the average distance from the COM, the Global COM possesses the
smallest values because every fly has an increased chance of moving towards this COM;
whereas, for the Local COM, each fly has an increased chance of moving towards its
own, local COM, which may not be closer to the global COM. On the other hand, the
Local COM typically has the smallest values for the average distance between flies. The
Local COM results for both the average distance from the COM and average distance
between flies had the most variance, as indicated by the larger error bars in Figure 4.2
and 4.3. This suggests the Local COM possesses the most randomness.
The results for the inertia ratios provided useful geometric descriptions of the fly
systems, which was not apparent before this data analysis. The Base model produces
inertia ratios around 1, suggesting mainly symmetric fly systems. This was not too
surprising as the random walkers are most statistically likely to diffuse in all directions.
Interestingly, the asymmetry seen in the inertia ratios of the Global and Local COM
models was not expected. This asymmetry that arises from the simple interactions of the
flies is a clear sign of complexity, but the cause is unknown. Future research could
investigate this asymmetry aspect more. In fact, this asymmetry is rather significant since
research has found physical fly swarms tend to be elongated along the z-axis.4 Gravity
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may be an influence in this asymmetry. In the results collected in this research, the
elongation occurred along seemingly random axes.
While the three models are better understood, a proper definition for swarming still
does not exist. The arbitrary definition that was developed may improve the descriptions
of each model, but it does not have much support. Despite this, the definition may be on
the right track. This is supported by the fact that the base model typically resulted in nonswarming states. It is currently thought a random walker simulation should generally not
result in swarming. While the Global COM was often in the swarming state, it exhibited
more fluctuation than the Local COM model. This does not indicate that the Local COM
model is a more accurate model as the swarming definition is arbitrary. If this definition
of swarming is to be continued to be utilized, addition data needs to be collected and
more holistically analyzed to yield a clear understanding.
There is a significant amount of work that needs to be conducted for future research.
Primarily, efforts should be focused on determining a supported and definite definition
for swarming. Identifying the most accurate model of fly swarms is key to this task. An
improved understanding of physical fly swarms could aid with this. From there,
comparisons between physical fly swarms and the computational models should be
examined. This could include examining the inertia ratios since asymmetry along the zaxis should be present.
If swarming is to be eventually defined, further exploration could be beneficial. In
particular, determining corresponding properties of swarming or non-swarming states
could lead to significant findings. Examining the same corresponding properties for
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additional complex systems or even complexity in general could better establish the study
of complexity, and potentially, even the universe.
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VIII. Appendix A
The following is the code for the Local COM model. It includes all the
calculations that were used for each model.

% April 1, 2018 Generates a fly simulation in which flies have a
tendency
% (increased probability) to move toward the fly swarm's local
center of mass.
%The fly system is in a boxed environment.
%
% This program uses a custom intersect function my_intersect()
which is
% ~40% less expensive. This program chooses the flies at random.
% JM 7/17/15
% difference with v7 = added not moving to the possible moves
% this version includes a video and should be mostly run with 1
iteration
%
% need to update comments
clear all clc
tic
videooo = 0; % 1 for video, 0 for no video
if videooo == 1
% VIDEO STUFF REMOVE
% video writing stuff
writerObj = VideoWriter('nonaffinity.avi');
writerObj.FrameRate = 35;
open(writerObj);
end
L = 10; % Initial lattice size (Dim: L X L X L)
% den = 75; % Desired density (in percentage)
% density = den/100*(L+1)^2;
nflies = 25; % Desired number of flies
nsteps = 700; % Number of steps for each iterations
niterations = 100; % Number of iterations
save_data = 0; % Yes - 1 or No - 0
Wall = 15;%Box dimensions (15 x 15 x 15)
Past = 0;
% Initialize Variables
time = 0:1:nsteps-1;
time = time';
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position = zeros(nflies,3,nsteps,niterations); % Dimensions: X
Pos | Y Pos | Z Pos | Time | Iteration
potential_moves = zeros(7,3,nflies,nsteps,niterations); %
Dimensions: X Pos | Y Pos | Fly | Time | Iteration
%r2av = zeros(nsteps,1); % Initiate r-squared average
%velo = zeros(nflies,nsteps,niterations);
for iteration = 1:niterations % Generate initial positions for
each iteration
[initial_position] = ThreeD_gen(L,nflies); % Generates inital
positions and get nflies
position(:,:,1,iteration) = initial_position;
need_to_move(1,:,1,iteration) = 1:1:nflies;
end
DifFrmCoM = zeros(1,nflies);
Velocity = zeros(nsteps,niterations);
Velocity2 = zeros(nsteps,niterations);
Acceleration = zeros(nsteps,niterations);
DiffCofM = zeros(nsteps,niterations);
Energy = zeros(nsteps,niterations);
SurfaceArea = zeros(nsteps,niterations);
SurTen = zeros(nsteps,niterations);
Volume = zeros(nsteps,niterations);
Density = zeros(nsteps,niterations);
Pressure = zeros(nsteps,niterations);
NkT = zeros(nsteps,niterations);
SwarmVelo = zeros(nsteps,niterations);
SEnergy = zeros(nsteps,niterations);
av_distance = zeros(nsteps,niterations);
squared = zeros(nsteps,niterations);
GCx = zeros(nsteps,niterations);
GCy = zeros(nsteps,niterations);
GCz = zeros(nsteps,niterations);
Cr = zeros(nsteps,niterations);
Cx = zeros(nflies,1,nsteps,niterations);%!
Cy = zeros(nflies,1,nsteps,niterations);
Cz = zeros(nflies,1,nsteps,niterations);
Rx = zeros(nflies,1,nsteps,niterations);
Ry = zeros(nflies,1,nsteps,niterations);
Rz = zeros(nflies,1,nsteps,niterations);
around = zeros(nflies,1,nsteps);%!
DamnStraggler = zeros(nsteps,niterations);
dist = zeros(nflies,1);
furthest = zeros(nsteps,niterations);
HowDiffuse = zeros(nsteps,niterations);
inertia = zeros(nsteps, niterations);
Ave_inertia = zeros(nsteps,1);
inertia2 = zeros(nsteps, niterations);
Ave_inertia2 = zeros(nsteps,1);
HowDiffuseAvg = zeros(nsteps,niterations);
Magnus = zeros(nsteps,niterations);
DeltaPx = zeros(nflies,nsteps,niterations);
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DeltaPy = zeros(nflies,nsteps,niterations);
DeltaPz = zeros(nflies,nsteps,niterations);
DeltaVx = zeros(nflies,nsteps,niterations);
DeltaVy = zeros(nflies,nsteps,niterations);
DeltaVz = zeros(nflies,nsteps,niterations);
MagnitudePos = zeros(nflies,nsteps,niterations);
MagnitudeVelo = zeros(nflies,nsteps,niterations);
alldis = zeros(nflies,nflies,nsteps,niterations);
av_alldis = zeros(nflies,nflies,nsteps,niterations);
flag = 0;
% VIDEO STUFF REMOVE WHEN NITERATIONS > 1
% plotting initial positions of flies
if videooo == 1
figure(1)
plot3(position(:,1,1,1),position(:,2,1,1),position(:,3,1,1),'*r')
;
axis ([-50 50 -50 50 -50 50]);
set(gca,'nextplot','replacechildren');
set(gcf,'Renderer','zbuffer');
grid on;
box on;
end
% For each iteration
for iteration = 1:niterations
% Move Flies
for sec = 2:length(time)
need_to_move = 1:1:nflies; % Initialize need to move
array
position(:,:,sec,iteration) = position(:,:,sec1,iteration); % Copy over previous times' final positions
while isempty(need_to_move) == 0
% changed this
line to a while statement so that random flies continue to move
until all have moved
fly = need_to_move(randi(length(need_to_move))); %
Randomly select fly
clear temp remove
current_position = position(fly,:,sec,iteration); %
Declare current position
r2 = 0; % Initialize r-squared
%for various velocities
velo(fly,sec,iteration) = randi(3);
%
%
%
%
%

if abs(position(fly,1,sec,iteration)) > Wall
velo(fly,sec,iteration) = 3;
end
if abs(position(fly,2,sec,iteration)) > Wall
velo(fly,sec,iteration) = 3;
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%
%
%
%

end
if abs(position(fly,3,sec,iteration)) > Wall
velo(fly,sec,iteration) = 3;
end

moves = [0,velo(fly,sec,iteration),0; 0,velo(fly,sec,iteration),0; velo(fly,sec,iteration),0,0; velo(fly,sec,iteration),0,0; 0,0,velo(fly,sec,iteration); 0,0,velo(fly,sec,iteration); 0,0,0]; % Up, Down, Left, Right,
Forward, Backward , None
rmoves(:,:,fly,sec) = moves(randperm(end),:);
%randomizes order of moves just in case
GCx(sec,iteration) =
sum(position(:,1,sec,iteration))/nflies;%x center of mass
GCy(sec,iteration) =
sum(position(:,2,sec,iteration))/nflies;%y center of mass
GCz(sec,iteration) =
sum(position(:,3,sec,iteration))/nflies;%z center of mass
Cr(sec,iteration) = sqrt(GCx(sec,iteration).^2 +
GCy(sec,iteration).^2 + GCz(sec,iteration).^2);
%Local Center of Mass (COM) Calculation
count = 0;
for e = 1:nflies
%calculate relative COM based off other flies
that are within a
%certain range...what is an approriate range??
around(fly,sec,iteration) =
sqrt((position(fly,1,sec,iteration)position(e,1,sec,iteration)).^2 + (position(fly,2,sec,iteration)position(e,2,sec,iteration)).^2 + (position(fly,3,sec,iteration)position(e,3,sec,iteration)).^2);
if around(fly,sec,iteration) <= sqrt(98)% note
it should also count itself
count = count+1;
Rx(fly,1,sec,iteration) =
Rx(fly,1,sec,iteration) + position(e,1,sec,iteration);%x COM
coord
Ry(fly,1,sec,iteration) =
Ry(fly,1,sec,iteration) + position(e,2,sec,iteration);%y COM
coord
Rz(fly,1,sec,iteration) =
Rz(fly,1,sec,iteration) + position(e,3,sec,iteration);%z COM
coord
else
%essentially don't do anything
%greg = greg + 1;%he's back. Just for
checking purposes
%
%

Rx(fly,1,sec) = Rx(fly,1,sec);
Ry(fly,1,sec) = Ry(fly,1,sec);
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end
%note: if no flies around the fly, COM = it's own
position
Cx(fly,1,sec,iteration)
Rx(fly,1,sec,iteration)/count;%x center
Cy(fly,1,sec,iteration)
Ry(fly,1,sec,iteration)/count;%y center
Cz(fly,1,sec,iteration)
Rz(fly,1,sec,iteration)/count;%z center
end

=
of mass
=
of mass
=
of mass

%Based off observations of swarms (experimental)
%
if count >= 8%if 10 flies within radius
stabalize velocity at 2
%
velo(fly,:,sec,iteration) = 1;
%
end%otherwise randomize velocity
%
if count >= 4 && count < 8
%
velo(fly,:,sec,iteration) =
randi(2);%random velocity of 1,2,or 3
%
end
%
if count < 4
%
velo(fly,:,sec,iteration) =
randi(3);
%
end
% moves = [0,velo(fly,:,sec,iteration),0;0,velo(fly,:,sec,iteration),0;velo(fly,:,sec,iteration),0,0;velo(fly,:,sec,iteration),0,0;0,0,velo(fly,:,sec,iteration);0,0,velo(fly,:,sec,iteration);0,0,0]; % North, South, East, West,
none
for i = 1:size(moves,1) % Determine each potential
move % Determine each potential move
potential_moves(i,:,fly,sec,iteration) =
current_position +
rmoves(i,:,fly,sec);%moves(i,:);%rmoves(i,:,fly,sec)
%Boundary Conditions ("the box")
%X
if abs(potential_moves(i,1,fly,sec,iteration)) >
Wall
potential_moves(i,:,fly,sec,iteration) =
NaN;
else
potential_moves(i,:,fly,sec,iteration) =
potential_moves(i,:,fly,sec,iteration);
end
%Y
if
abs(potential_moves(i,2,fly,sec,iteration)) > Wall
potential_moves(i,:,fly,sec,iteration) =
NaN;
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else
potential_moves(i,:,fly,sec,iteration) =
potential_moves(i,:,fly,sec,iteration);
end
%
%Z
if
abs(potential_moves(i,3,fly,sec,iteration)) > Wall
potential_moves(i,:,fly,sec,iteration) =
NaN;
else
potential_moves(i,:,fly,sec,iteration) =
potential_moves(i,:,fly,sec,iteration);
end
end
[C ia ib] =
my_intersect(potential_moves(:,:,fly,sec,iteration),position(:,:,
sec,iteration));
% C is a Nx2 array containing N occupied spots
% ia is a NX1 array containing N row numbers in
potential_moves
%
that are already occupied (overlap with
position
%
rows)
% ib is a 1XNarray containing N row numbers in
position
%
that might be occupied in the future (overlap
with
%
potential_moves rows)
if isempty(ia) == 0 % If there are spots that are
occupied
potential_moves(ia,:,fly,sec,iteration) = NaN; %
Mark ocuppied spots as NaN
end
temp = potential_moves(:,:,fly,sec,iteration); %
Index fly's potential moves
[remove] = find(isnan(temp(:,1))); % Select rows
moves from temp that need to be cleared
if isempty(remove)==0 % If there are rows to be
removed
temp(remove,:) = []; % Clear selected rows
end
nmoves = size(temp,1); % Index number of moves
%
dis = zeros(1,nmoves);
%
Av_Separation = zeros(1,nmoves);%average
separation among flies
%
Diff_Separation = zeros(1,nmoves);
%
Cap = zeros(1,nmoves);
if nmoves > 1 % If there is more than one move
%LOOK HERE TROY
for j=1:nmoves
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xp(j) = temp(j,1);%x coords of potential
moves
yp(j) = temp(j,2);%y coords of potential
moves
zp(j) = temp(j,3);%z coords of potential
moves
dis(j) = sqrt((xp(j)Cx(fly,1,sec,iteration)).^2 + (yp(j)-Cy(fly,1,sec,iteration)).^2
+ (zp(j)-Cz(fly,1,sec,iteration)).^2);%distance of each potential
move from local COM
%
if dis(j) == 0
%
disto(j) = 1;
%
%
else
%
disto(j) = dis(j);
%
end
c = rand();%random number on interval (0,1)
weighting(j) = c*dis(j);%weighting so flies
are more likely to move toward COM
%closest = min(dis);%checking min distance
end
[v,w] = min(weighting);%find the smallest element
in weighting array where w is element's index
%[v,w] = min(dis);%find the potential move with
the shortest distance to the COM
move_select=w;%select that move
%move_select = randi(nmoves); % Randomly select
move. I'm wondering if it's better to do something with rand()
since this will make the range for each move greater??
position(fly,:,sec,iteration) =
temp(move_select,:); % Move fly
need_to_move(need_to_move==fly) = []; % Remove
fly from need to move list
dis = [];%reset distance for determining next
fly's position
weighting = [];%reset weighting for next fly
elseif nmoves == 1 % If there is one move
position(fly,:,sec,iteration) = temp; % Move fly
need_to_move(find(need_to_move==fly)) = []; %
Remove fly from need to move list
else % If there are no moves
% Add to list of flies that need to move. After
all flies have
% moved, this will give us the option of allowing
these flies
% another opportunity to try to move.
%flag = [flag, fly]; % Some flag to show a fly
didn't move
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% added these lines in so that fly remains in
place since
% there are no possible moves and is removed from
the
% need_to_move list
position(fly,:,sec,iteration) =
position(fly,:,sec-1,iteration); % Keep fly at position at
previous time step
need_to_move(need_to_move==fly) = []; % Remove
fly from need to move list
end
%%
xdiff2 = (position(fly,1,sec,iteration)position(fly,1,1,iteration)).^2;
ydiff2 = (position(fly,2,sec,iteration)position(fly,2,1,iteration)).^2;
zdiff2 = (position(fly,3,sec,iteration)position(fly,3,1,iteration)).^2;
r2 = r2 + xdiff2 + ydiff2 + zdiff2;%diffusion
%calculate average distance between flies & average
distance from COM
%describes flies distances from COM
inner(sec,iteration) = 0;% less than 5 from COM
rim(sec, iteration) = 0; % 5 < DifFrmCoM < 10
outer(sec, iteration) = 0;% 10 < DifFrmCoM < 15
far(sec,iteration) = 0;% 15 < DifFrmCoM < 20
wow(sec,iteration) = 0;% 20 < DifFrmCoM
for f = 1:nflies
XcDiff2 = (position(f,1,sec,iteration)GCx(sec)).^2; %How far x position is from Center of mass x
YcDiff2 = (position(f,2,sec,iteration)GCy(sec)).^2; %How far y position is from Center of mass y
ZcDiff2 = (position(f,3,sec,iteration)GCz(sec)).^2; %How far y position is from Center of mass y
DifFrmCoM(f,sec,iteration) =sqrt(XcDiff2 +
YcDiff2 + ZcDiff2); %How far the fly is from center of mass
DFC2(f) = DifFrmCoM(f)^2;%for point inertia
calculation (mr^2)
if DifFrmCoM(f,sec,iteration) <= 5
inner(sec,iteration) = inner(sec,iteration) +
1;
end
if DifFrmCoM(f,sec,iteration) > 5 &&
DifFrmCoM(f,sec,iteration) <= 10
rim(sec,iteration) = rim(sec,iteration) + 1;
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end
if DifFrmCoM(f,sec,iteration) > 10 &&
DifFrmCoM(f,sec,iteration) <= 15
outer(sec,iteration) = outer(sec,iteration) +
1;
end
if DifFrmCoM(f,sec,iteration) > 15 &&
DifFrmCoM(f,sec,iteration) <= 20
far(sec,iteration) = far(sec,iteration) + 1;
end
if DifFrmCoM(f,sec,iteration) > 20
wow(sec,iteration) = wow(sec,iteration) + 1;
end
inicentdx = (position(f,1,sec,iteration)GCx(1,iteration)).^2; %How far x position is from initial xCOM
inicentdy = (position(f,2,sec,iteration)GCy(1,iteration)).^2; %How far y position is from initial yCOM
inicentdz = (position(f,3,sec,iteration)GCz(1,iteration)).^2; %How far z position is from initial zCOM
iX(f) = sqrt(inicentdy + inicentdz);%d from x
axis
iY(f) = sqrt(inicentdx + inicentdz);%d from y
axis
iZ(f) = sqrt(inicentdx + inicentdy);%d from z
axis
iX2(f) =iX(f)^2; %inertia
iY2(f) = iY(f)^2;%inertia
iZ2(f) = iZ(f)^2;%inertia
DifCoM(f) = sqrt(inicentdx

w/ x axis
w/ y axis
w/ z axis
+ inicentdy +

inicentdz);
DC(f) = DifCoM(f)^2;
%Change in position = velocity
DeltaPx(f,sec,iteration) =
position(f,1,sec,iteration)-position(f,1,sec-1,iteration);
DeltaPy(f,sec,iteration) =
position(f,2,sec,iteration)-position(f,2,sec-1,iteration);
DeltaPz(f,sec,iteration) =
position(f,3,sec,iteration)-position(f,3,sec-1,iteration);
%Change in velocity = acceleration
DeltaVx(f,sec,iteration) = DeltaPx(f,sec,iteration)DeltaPx(f,sec-1,iteration);
DeltaVy(f,sec,iteration) = DeltaPy(f,sec,iteration)DeltaPy(f,sec-1,iteration);
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DeltaVz(f,sec,iteration) = DeltaPz(f,sec,iteration)DeltaPz(f,sec-1,iteration);
%velo mag.
MagnitudePos(f,sec,iteration) =
sqrt(DeltaPx(f,sec,iteration).^2 + DeltaPy(f,sec,iteration).^2 +
DeltaPz(f,sec,iteration).^2);
%accel. mag.
MagnitudeVelo(f,sec,iteration) =
sqrt(DeltaVx(f,sec,iteration).^2 + DeltaVy(f,sec,iteration).^2 +
DeltaVz(f,sec,iteration).^2);
%
for b = 1:nflies
%
alldis(t,b,1,sec,iteration) =
sqrt((position(t,1,sec,iteration)-position(b,1,sec,iteration)).^2
+ (position(t,2,sec,iteration)-position(b,2,sec,iteration)).^2 +
(position(t,3,sec,iteration)-position(b,3,sec,iteration)).^2);
%
av_alldis(t,1,sec,iteration) =
sum(alldis(t,:,1,sec,iteration))/(nflies-1);%summed average
distance of the fly from all other
%
end
%%Check to see if Box Walls are working
if abs(position(f,1,sec,iteration)) > Wall ||
abs(position(f,2,sec,iteration)) > Wall ||
abs(position(f,3,sec,iteration)) > Wall
Past = Past + 1;
end
end
%from updated COM
inertia(sec,iteration) = sum(DFC2);
Ave_inertia(sec) =
sum(inertia(sec,:))/niterations;
%from initial COM
inertia2(sec, iteration) = sum(DC);
Ave_inertia2(sec) =
sum(inertia2(sec,:))/niterations;
DIFFRMCOM = sort(DifFrmCoM(:,sec,iteration));
DamnStraggler(sec,iteration) = DIFFRMCOM(nflies)
- DIFFRMCOM(nflies-1);
%for x axes
iSumX(sec, iteration) = sum(iX2);
iAveX(sec) = sum(iSumX(sec,:))/niterations;
iSumY(sec, iteration) = sum(iY2);
iAveY(sec) = sum(iSumY(sec,:))/niterations;
iSumZ(sec, iteration) = sum(iZ2);
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iAveZ(sec) = sum(iSumZ(sec,:))/niterations;
%Inertia Ratios
iXY(sec) = iAveX(sec)/iAveY(sec);
iXZ(sec) = iAveX(sec)/iAveZ(sec);
iYX(sec) = iAveY(sec)/iAveX(sec);
iYZ(sec) = iAveY(sec)/iAveZ(sec);
iZX(sec) = iAveZ(sec)/iAveX(sec);
iZY(sec) = iAveZ(sec)/iAveY(sec);
end
HowDiffuse(sec,iteration) =
sum(DifFrmCoM(:,sec,iteration)); %Total distance of flies from
Center of mass at each second
HowDiffuseAvg(sec,iteration) =
HowDiffuse(sec,iteration)/nflies;
av_distance(sec,iteration) =
sum(av_alldis(:,1,sec,iteration))/nflies;%average distance
between all flies at each sec
squared(sec,iteration) =
av_distance(sec,iteration)^2;
furthest(sec,iteration) = max(DIFFRMCOM);
HowDiffuse(sec,iteration) =
sum(DifFrmCoM(:,sec,iteration)); %Total distance of flies from
Center of mass at each second
HowDiffuseAvg(sec,iteration) =
HowDiffuse(sec,iteration)./nflies;
Magnus(sec,iteration) = (HowDiffuseAvg(sec,iteration)
+ furthest(sec,iteration))/2;
%
p = unique(position(:,:,sec), 'rows');
%
uni = length(p); %amount of unique positions
%
if uni ~= nflies %if the number of unique positions
isn't the number of flies
%
same_spot = same_spot + 1;%same_spot no longer = 0
%
end
Velocity(sec,iteration) =
sum(MagnitudePos(:,sec,iteration)); %sum of change in position
Acceleration(sec,iteration) =
sum(MagnitudeVelo(:,sec,iteration)); %sum of change in velocity
DiffCofM(sec,iteration) = abs(Cr(sec,iteration)) abs(Cr(sec-1,iteration));
Energy(sec,iteration) =
nflies*(Velocity(sec,iteration)^2); %mv^2
%Volume(sec,iteration) =
((HowDiffuseAvg(sec,iteration)).^3); %4/3pi*r^3
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Volume(sec,iteration) =
(4/3)*pi*(Magnus(sec,iteration)).^3;
SurfaceA(sec,iteration) = ((Magnus(sec,iteration)).^2);
%4pi*r^2
SurfaceArea(sec,iteration) =
(4*pi)*SurfaceA(sec,iteration); %4pi*r^2
SurTen(sec,iteration) =
Energy(sec,iteration)./SurfaceArea(sec,iteration);%Energy/surface
area
% Volume(sec,iteration) =
((HowDiffuseAvg(sec,iteration)).^3); %4/3pi*r^3
Density(sec,iteration) = nflies./Volume(sec,iteration);
%m/V
Pressure(sec,iteration) =
Acceleration(sec,iteration)./SurfaceArea(sec,iteration); % P =
F/A
NkT(sec,iteration) =
Pressure(sec,iteration).*Volume(sec,iteration); %PV = NkT
SwarmVelo(sec,iteration) = sqrt((GCx(sec,iteration)GCx(sec-1,iteration)).^2+(GCy(sec,iteration)-GCy(sec1,iteration)).^2+(GCz(sec,iteration)-GCz(sec-1,iteration)).^2);
SEnergy(sec,iteration) =
0.5*nflies*(SwarmVelo(sec,iteration)^2);
for f = 1:nflies
for b = 1:nflies
alldis(f,b,sec,iteration) =
sqrt((position(f,1,sec,iteration)-position(b,1,sec,iteration)).^2
+ (position(f,2,sec,iteration)-position(b,2,sec,iteration)).^2+
(position(f,3,sec,iteration)-position(b,3,sec,iteration)).^2);
av_alldis(f,1,sec,iteration) =
sum(alldis(f,:,sec,iteration))/(nflies-1);%summed average
distance of the fly from all other
end
end
av_distance(sec,iteration) =
sum(av_alldis(:,1,sec,iteration))/nflies;%average distance
between all flies at each sec
squared(sec,iteration) = av_distance(sec,iteration)^2;
r2av(sec,iteration)=r2/nflies;
if videooo == 1
% VIDEO WRITING STUFF REMOVE IF NITERATION > 1
figure(1)
plot3(position(:,1,sec,iteration),position(:,2,sec,iterat
ion),position(:,3,sec,iteration),'*k');
frame = getframe;
writeVideo(writerObj,frame);
title(sprintf(['Time: ',num2str(sec)]));
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%pie chart for distance from COM ditributions
figure(9)
piece = ([inner(sec,iteration) rim(sec, iteration)
outer(sec, iteration) far(sec,iteration) wow(sec,iteration)]);
labels = {'f <= 5','5 < f <= 10', '10 < f <= 15', '15 < f
<= 20', '20 < f'};
colormap([0 1 0; 0 1 1; 0 0 1; 1 0 1; 1 0 0]);
pie(piece);
legend(labels,
'Location','southoutside','Orientation','horizaontal');
end
end
end
av_r2av = mean(r2av,2); % Averages all r-squared average values
fitvars = polyfit(time,av_r2av,1);
av_slope = fitvars(1);
av_intercept = fitvars(2);
av_best_fit = time*av_slope + av_intercept;
[av_r2, av_rmse] = rsquare(av_r2av,av_best_fit);
runtime = toc;
data = [nflies, nsteps, niterations,runtime];
meanNkT = mean(NkT,2);
Av_HDA = mean(HowDiffuseAvg,2);
AvEn = mean(Energy,2);
AvPress = mean(Pressure,2);
AvVelo2 = mean(Velocity2,2);
AvSur = mean(SurfaceArea,2);
AvTen = mean(SurTen,2);
AvSEn = mean(SEnergy,2);
AvDens = mean(Density,2);
%av_r2av = mean(r2av,2); % Averages all r-squared average values
avavav = mean(av_distance,2);
%fitvars = polyfit(time,av_r2av,1);
Invert = 1./time;
%av_slope = fitvars(1);
%av_intercept = fitvars(2);
%av_best_fit = time*av_slope + av_intercept;
%runtime = toc;
%data = [nflies, nsteps, niterations,runtime];
av_av_distance = mean(av_distance,2);
fit = polyfit(time,av_av_distance,1);
av_sloper = fit(1);
av_inter = fit(2);
av_best = time*av_sloper + av_inter;
[av_d, av_rms] = rsquare(av_av_distance,av_best);
aver = mean(squared,2);
fito = polyfit(time,aver,1);
snoop = fito(1);
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int = fito(2);
bestie = time*snoop + sqrt(int);
rooty = sqrt(bestie);
figure(2)
title('Fly System Pressure and Temp. Over Time');
xlabel('Time (sec)');
ylabel('Pressure ((ma)/m^2) & Temp.');
hold on
plot(time,AvPress,'c-')
hold on
plot(time,meanNkT,'m-')
figure(3)
title('Inertia With Respect to Axis');
xlabel('Time (sec)');
ylabel('Inertia');
hold on
plot(time,iAveX,'b-')
hold on
plot(time,iAveY,'r-')
hold on
plot(time,iAveZ,'g-')
figure(8)
title('Inertia Ratios With Respect to Axis');
xlabel('Time (sec)');
ylabel('Inertia');
hold on
plot(time,iXY,'b-')
hold on
plot(time,iXZ,'c-')
hold on
plot(time,iYX,'r-')
hold on
plot(time,iYZ,'m-')
hold on
plot(time,iZX,'g-')
hold on
plot(time,iZY,'y-')
figure(4)
plot(time,Ave_inertia,'r-')
hold on
plot(time, inertia,'*');
hold on
plot(time, Ave_inertia2,'b-');
hold on
plot(time, inertia2,'o');
title('Fly System Inertia Over Time');
xlabel('Time (sec)');
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ylabel('Inertia (mr^2)');
figure(5)
plot(time,av_r2av,'+k','DisplayName','Data') % Plot diffusion
hold on
xlabel('Time (sec)');
ylabel('r - squared');
title(sprintf(['Flies: ',num2str(nflies),'\nSteps:
',num2str(nsteps),'\nIteration: ',num2str(niterations),'\nSlope:
',num2str(av_slope),'\nIntercept:
',num2str(av_intercept),'\nRMSE: ',num2str(av_rmse)]));
plot(time,av_best_fit,'-r','DisplayName','Best-Fit') % Plot best
fit
ylim([0 max(ylim)])
legend('show','Location','SouthEast');
figure(6)
plot(time,HowDiffuseAvg,'-');
hold on
plot(time,Av_HDA,'k');
title('Average Distance From COM');
xlabel('Time (sec)');
ylabel('Average Distance From COM');
% plot(time,av_velo,'r-')
figure(7)
plot(time,av_distance,'.');
hold on
% plot(time,aved_distance,'c');
% hold on
plot(time, avavav,'k');
hold on
plot(time,av_best,'r-');
xlabel('Time (sec)');
ylabel('average distance among flies');
title(sprintf(['Average Distance Among Flies','\nFlies:
',num2str(nflies),'\nSteps: ',num2str(nsteps),'\nIteration:
',num2str(niterations),'\nSlope:
',num2str(av_sloper),'\nIntercept: ',num2str(sqrt(int))]));
plot(time,rooty,'c-');
figure(10)
lookat = 5;
%pies = {'f <= 5','5 < f <= 10', '10 < f <= 15', '15 < f <= 20',
'20 < f'};
piece = ([inner(lookat,iteration) rim(lookat, iteration)
outer(lookat, iteration) far(lookat,iteration)
wow(lookat,iteration)]);
labels = {'f <= 5','5 < f <= 10', '10 < f <= 15', '15 < f <= 20',
'20 < f'};
pie(piece);
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legend(labels,
'Location','southoutside','Orientation','horizaontal');
figure(11)
lookat = 270;
%pies = {'f <= 5','5 < f <= 10', '10 < f <= 15', '15 < f <= 20',
'20 < f'};
piece = ([inner(lookat,iteration) rim(lookat, iteration)
outer(lookat, iteration) far(lookat,iteration)
wow(lookat,iteration)]);
labels = {'f <= 5','5 < f <= 10', '10 < f <= 15', '15 < f <= 20',
'20 < f'};
pie(piece);
legend(labels,
'Location','southoutside','Orientation','horizaontal');
figure(12)
lookat = 620;
%pies = {'f <= 5','5 < f <= 10', '10 < f <= 15', '15 < f <= 20',
'20 < f'};
piece = ([inner(lookat,iteration) rim(lookat, iteration)
outer(lookat, iteration) far(lookat,iteration)
wow(lookat,iteration)]);
labels = {'f <= 5','5 < f <= 10', '10 < f <= 15', '15 < f <= 20',
'20 < f'};
pie(piece);
legend(labels,
'Location','southoutside','Orientation','horizaontal');
if save_data == 1
% Save Data
directory = [num2str(nflies),' Flies'];
mkdir(directory);
save([num2str(nflies),'_flies_position_v7.3_v2.mat'],'positio
n','-v7.3'); % Might be needed for nflies > 800
save([num2str(nflies),'_flies_position_v2.mat'],'position');
save([num2str(nflies),'_flies_av_r2av_v2.mat'],'av_r2av');
save([num2str(nflies),'_flies_av_slope_v2.mat'],'av_slope');
save([num2str(nflies),'_flies_av_intercept_v2.mat'],'av_inter
cept');
save([num2str(nflies),'_flies_av_rmse_v2.mat'],'av_rmse');
save([num2str(nflies),'_flies_av_best_fit_v2.mat'],'av_best_f
it');
save([num2str(nflies),'_flies_data_v2.mat'],'data');
end
if videooo == 1
close(writerObj);
end
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